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 Chapter 1421 

Looking at his attackers, Levi let out a smirk. 

“To be honest, I have no idea how strong I am after my transformation. Coincidentally, you can help me 

find out! I hope that I will survive. In fact, I am looking forward to striking terror into your hearts!” 

After giving his swarming enemies another look, Levi charged at them fearlessly waving his banner in 

hand. 

When Prince William saw the scene from afar, he shook his head. “I don’t understand why he chose to 

come. Even though I expected it, I still don’t get it. What do you think?” 

He looked toward Kuro Dragon. 

Kuro Dragon laughed, “That’s the result of brainwashing. Ever since they were young, it was ingrained in 

them to fight and die for Erudia.” 

“Honestly, men are no different from machines.” 

Even though Kuro Dragon was an Erudian, he could never comprehend the sense of duty and pride one 

had to their nation. 

That was the reason why he had betrayed Erudia. 

“Haha, what a bunch of idiots…” Prince William sneered. 

From their perspective, Erudia didn’t need to send anyone. Isn’t it all just about pride? 

Is pride worth anything? 

difference between them and 

was involved, every single one of its patriotic citizens was willing to lay down their lives 

Erudians had no fear and never 

the Erudians. It is useless against other countries,” Kuro Dragon commented as he watched 

Crown King is. Nevertheless, only death awaits him at 

was confident of victory as he had meticulously 

gathered more than a million elite warriors, which was 

if the million men were ordinary men to be slaughtered by Levi, their 

through them and probably 

going to take 

trying kill you at the 



men are considered the best of the elite, 

matter how strong you are, they would simply tire you 

just want to tire Levi out, he endeavored to have Levi 

he had assembled many Ultimate class and God 

and Keerea, he hired all the Ultimate 

hid from the public eye. However, 

there were five 
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Harboring their last hope, everyone remained watchful while keeping tabs on what was ahead of them. 

At the foot of Mount Drago, Levi was besieged by countless fighters. 

The encirclement was six men thick and the number of people kept increasing without any sign of 

stopping. 

What a strategy! 

“Charge!” 

The coalition fought like madmen. Their bloodshot eyes did not even blink as they barge toward Levi. 

Their hatred for Levi was simply overwhelming, to the extent that they were willing to sacrifice their 

lives in order to get him killed. 

Their intimidating actions goaded Levi. 

As a result, an intense rage burned within him, setting his fighting spirit ablaze. 

His eyes held contempt and fury. 

“Kill!” Levi shouted as he waved the banner representing Erudia and charged forward mercilessly. 

Swoosh! 

Swoosh! 

Swoosh! 

Levi’s iron fists turned into an invincible weapon. 

Blood spilled and splattered in all directions. Wherever he went, more bodies collapsed after receiving 

his fatal blows. 

dropped down like flies, howling 



was 

not had a chance to advance 

one had fallen, another three to four men would 

in front of Levi and blocked his 

way forward was to 

has great combat prowess? He’ll soon run out of stamina and be 

intense as up to 

still frozen in 

coursed through his 

“Move!” he roared. 

Boom! 

moment, he unleashed a terrifying shockwave which 

“Argh!” 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

blown away forcibly by his tremendous 

successfully opened up 

Tap! Tap! Tap! 

than a hundred 

“Huh?” 

William and Kuro Dragon were 

to their feet 

not expect Levi to 

moment, all the fighters 

stop him! By 

the place like a headless chicken, trying to hold 

“Move!” 

his fist and threw a 
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Right then, the snipers and archers ambushing in the dark began to take action. 

They smeared fuel on the arrows. 

As long as it hit the banner, it would burn it down without a doubt. 

The snipers were getting their firearms ready, aiming at the banner. 

Observing the movements around him, the vigilant Levi halted all of a sudden. 

Swoosh! 

Swoosh! 

At that instant, multiple gunshots and arrows were released from various directions, piercing through 

the bodies of Levi’s enemies. 

Blood gushed out from their wounds as they fell onto the ground. The scene was as gory as it could be. 

It turned out that their shootings were all calculated beforehand, based on the speed of Levi’s 

movement. 

With Levi stopping abruptly, their predictions were disrupted adversely, leading the weapons to shoot at 

their own people instead. 

“What an amateur!” Levi scoffed. 

Subsequently, the bevy of snipers and archers tried to aim at either Levi or the banner, but to no avail. 

First, with too many people besieging him, they could not seize the perfect opportunity to attack him. 

Levi seemed to be able to dodge all 

destroy the Erudian banner? Dream on!” Levi 

continued moving ahead, committing 

takes to destroy 

they readied their 

the Erudian banner was a burden that Levi 

to destroy the banner, it created many inconveniences to Levi from 

are too many of 

short while, Levi could not keep 

laughed whereas the 

strong the Crown King is, he doesn’t have an advantage in a situation like 

hang on! You 



appeared to be 

the banner or 

too short to do anything. We’re running out 

him. Immediately, Levi carried 

to change 

best way to defend is to attack proactively. 

used his 

special combat skills, but depended 

Boom! 

Boom! 

Boom! 

a crushing defeat 
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Even though one punch from Levi could send an entire building quaking and kill countless of people, he 

felt so handicapped with the crowd refusing to move a muscle. 

There was no way for him to barge in because the entrance was way too narrow. 

There was no gap in between for him to even crawl through. 

On the other hand, more and more fighters started gathering behind him, trapping him in the middle. 

“There are already a hundred thousand people in the rear. No matter how fearless the Crown King is, he 

will never be able to reach Mount Drago. Either way, Erudia will have to admit defeat.” Kuro Dragon 

smiled wickedly. 

Raising his glass of red wine, Prince William uttered, “Let’s witness how he will be consumed alive.” 

Right then, a hundred thousand top-notch fighters had taken their place and were ready to fight Levi. 

It was a dead-end ahead, with no way to retreat. 

Unless Levi could emerge from this crowd unharmed and take another route to get to the peak of 

Mount Drago, there was practically no other way for him to win this battle. 

Levi was at a downright disadvantage, be it in terms of time or other factors. 

As a matter of fact, that narrow tunnel was the shortest route to get to the peak. 



“Ah?” 

“What?” 

The next moment, a series of exclamations were heard from the crowd. 

gasped at how fast Levi climbed up the 

man created a way above his head, 

and stop him! Push him 

the fighters chased 

Bang! 

Bang! 

Bang! 

Levi, a few hundred snipers went 

combined power of a series of 

what the people 

he was able to dodge all 

seemed to always miss him 

were not very 

only problem Levi faced was 

We can’t let him climb up. Get someone to put up a blockade from above and force 

Dragon immediately set off to 

Soon, cannons were spotted. 

Levi and launched a projectile of 

smithereens, demolishing the only path left for 

glint flashed across Levi’s 

he changed his course and decided to leap 

Stomp! 

off the cliff to the opposite 

men who were guarding the tunnel lifted their heads in awe when they saw how Levi flew above 
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Many wondered what that sword was made of. When it was drawn out, it radiated an air of soul-

crushing might. 

Everyone felt a cold chill down their spines. The murderous intent in the air was super intense, filling 

their hearts with horror. 

“It’s such a great sword!” Levi gently touched the blade of the Dragon Sword. 

“I think I got it! The best solution is to knock everyone down,” remarked Levi as he swung the sword in 

the air. 

With the other party already having everything plotted, all other obvious methods are useless now. The 

key problem is the number of people on their end. 

“Aren’t you afraid of death?” 

“Surrender now and hand over the Erudian banner in order to stay alive!” 

“Is it worth it to do this for the Erudians? Why are you sacrificing yourself meaninglessly?” 

“You know deep down that your chance of surviving this is slim. Why are you so stubborn? Just admit 

defeat.” 

“Even the God of War has betrayed Erudia, you can surely do the same!” 

Meanwhile, the crowd tried their best to persuade Levi to raise the white flag. 

Smiling, Levi declared, “The concept of conceding to my opponents has never crossed my mind. In fact, 

I’ll not yield!” 

“Then, you’re asking for it!” 

witnessing that scene, tears streamed 

the burden of an entire nation on his shoulders. Whose son is he? Could he be someone’s husband? Is 

he someone else’s father too? He’s 

Levi threw himself at his enemies against 

to 

he worried too much and was distracted by the crowd 

to get to the peak was 

complemented Levi’s incredible 

the crowd and started attacking them as 

that their doomsday had 

one was 



his sword could be felt as far 

Pfft! 

Swoosh! 

Pfft! 

a bloodbath in the valley, dying the whole area crimson red. The number of dead 

the ground covered in blood, except for 

Levi went berserk, making his crazy opponents 

He’s way too strong! 

with the brutal 

dare to step 

now and I won’t hurt you!” Levi 

One after another, the fighters in the 

and escape? Kill! I want every 
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Levi took on hundreds of thousands as he went on a killing spree. 

None was spared. 

Though the Erudian banner was flying high and the Dragon Sword was still as shiny as ever, Levi began 

to feel worn out and drained. 

With tattered clothes and soot on his face, Levi looked completely disheveled. 

Covered in blood, no one knew if it was his or someone else’s. 

Clank! 

Ramming his sword into the ground, he needed a rest. 

He was not God; he was only human. 

“Haha, did you see that? He’s exhausted.” 

“The Crown King isn’t immortal. He can grow weary and die too.” 

“Hurry up and attack him! I don’t think he can hold on any longer,” Prince William shouted. 

Levi’s signs of fatigue were good news to his enemies. 



They had been waiting for this moment since forever because Levi always showed himself as an 

unbeatable war machine. 

It’s a golden opportunity to finish him off when he’s weak. 

“Charge!” 

give him a breather, hundreds of thousands darted toward 

hours had passed… Levi was still going strong, trying to last 

covered with corpses, the handicapped, and the 

the landscape red, as if it was 

had 

with the peak being 

got down on one 

the 

He was badly wounded. 

number of rivals, he was drained 

he had fought 

This is simply insane! 

“Unbelievable!” 

“Simply inconceivable!” 

hundred thousand versus one and 

death in my dreams if 

Prince William was flabbergasted. 

rose to fame and received the 

as the Crown 

the other hand, finally realized 

Indeed, it was insurmountable. 

of savage battles, Levi was physically drained 

was already pushing at the 
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Levi was shocked. 

It must be the grandest gathering of warriors, with that many God class and Ultimate class warriors at 

one site. 

Warriors seemed to have become a dime a dozen. 

“You have put in a lot of effort to make sure we will perish!” he jested. 

He might not know what else they were up to, but one thing he was positive about was that The 

Avengers had roped in all the top warriors of Bayview. 

He would not be concerned if he was not already badly injured. Apparently, The Avengers had it all 

planned out. That was their evil plan – to reveal the trump card after draining Levi. They were out for 

the kill. 

This had captured the attention and concern of all at Erudia. 

And that was the ultimate test for the Crown King. 

No one could imagine the combined power of hundreds of Ultimate class warriors. What made it worse 

was that Levi was already badly injured. 

“Please hang on. You have to hang on!” 

“Erudia cannot fall, and you cannot fall! We have to keep the flag flying high!” 

The crowd was waiting with bated breath, praying hard for a miracle. 

the hundreds of 

in such a bad state. Are you sure you still 

if you surrender and 

bigger rewards compared to what you are getting from the Erudians. So take our advice and hand over 

the flag.” 

leader of the Ultimate class warriors was a man of great powers, 

about Erudia anyway? Prince William can bestow you with land and honor, or even let you head a 

country. Ain’t that better than what you 

submit to you? Hah! Over my dead body! Bring it on, and show me what you’ve got.” Levi 

Ppfftt! 

after his quip. It was 

you are at death’s door!” 

Bring it on!” 



for it!” The head 

Boom! 

came crashing down on 

Plonk! 

him with his 

Crack, crack, crack… 

ground to crack under Levi, and he 

“Charge!” 

Wham! 

Ultimate class warrior rushed forward 
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The Erudians had their hearts in the mouth, extremely worried for Levi. 

On the other hand, the enemies’ cheers broke the silence. 

Levi had suffered the biggest loss of his lifetime. 

“It pained me to kill such an impressive peer!” the head warrior sighed. 

He wanted to spare Levi’s life and had tried his best to persuade Levi to surrender, as he admired Levi’s 

skills and had high regard for him. After all, Levi was a rare talent. 

With his fearsome abilities, Levi would be an awesome addition to their team if he had agreed to join 

them. 

However, the next moment, he froze, and his smile faded. 

He literally felt a chill down his back, as if something cold had entered his body. 

Looking down, he saw a sword protruding through his body. 

It was a golden sword, and fresh blood was flowing down its blade. 

Am I stabbed? 

When did Crown King came up behind me? 

Shouldn’t he be buried in that crater, like what we had all seen? 

Plonk! 



onto the ground, shocking 

Dead? 

the surprise twist of events, the Erudians started 

is still alive! There is still hope 

Drago was still shrouded in the risen dust, and vision was 

of the 

Whoosh! 

Whoosh! 

the crowd of Ultimate class warriors, leaving splatters of blood and screams 

dominoes, and within a few minutes, more than a hundred 

to their senses and realized something was wrong, they 

still so powerful 

“Kill!” 

cannot let him get 

not 

doing so, as he 

another round of intense fighting, accompanied 

Mount Drago felt like they 

show signs of slowing down, as more bleeding wounds could be seen on his body—he was human, 

warily. They, too, had suffered injuries, and they 

him! Otherwise, no one would be able to stop Erudia in the future!” The 

and that seemed to give him renewed 
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He, too, had fallen together with all the warriors. 

Although he managed to fight off the crowd, he had sustained serious injuries. 

He was bathed in blood—both his and that of his foes. 

Cough, cough, cough… 



He could not stop coughing, and with every cough, more blood oozed out of the corner of his mouth. 

The fierce fighting had even broken the indestructible Dragon Sword in two. 

This… this… this… 

Five hundred Ultimate class warriors defeated? And it was by one man? 

How is that possible? Is he even human? 

Disbelief was written all over Prince William’s face. He was about to break down in despair. 

He knew that unbelievable man was only a human, a common Erudian. Even if it was not Levi, another 

Erudian would have risen up to the challenge. That was the spirit of the Erudians. 

“Hahaha…” 

Dragon suddenly broke into laughter, as his plan 

them, but 

“He had finally fallen!” 

we suffered a huge loss? 

up! Kill him! He cannot be allowed 

Levi 

their way toward Levi, eager 

no! We are 

but he had 

moment for Erudia. Everyone could see Levi had given his all and could no 

Thud! Thud! Thud! 

class warriors charged toward Levi but stopped 

You are not invincible, so why put up such a big resistance? You 

that struggle, you would still be killed by us, and the Erudian banner that you dearly protected 

on, keep fighting! Let’s see if you can 

me destroy this Erudian banner right in your face.” One 

means more to an Erudian warrior than 

face would be the greatest humiliation for him. Please 

Erudians were near tears as they watched Levi being 

Chapter 1430 
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Levi had stood up again. 

He had not been defeated, and he could still fight on! The Erudian banner could still fly high! 

“Charge!” 

The God class warriors rushed in for the kill. 

“Die!” 

Broken sword in hand, Levi moved toward them fearlessly. 

Zap! Zap! Zap! 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

Like an awakened beast, an unstoppable Levi charged into the enemies. 

Those God class warriors were no match for him, and soon, many were down on the ground, injured or 

dead. 

The warriors were caught off-guard by Levi’s ferocious counter-attack. But despite the earlier massive 

loss, they quickly recovered, adjusted their formation, and trapped him again. 

After the numerous rounds of savage battles, Levi was physically drained and badly injured. 

Time and again, he collapsed under their brutal attack. 

Plonk! 

hit, fell to the ground, and vomited 

Boom! 

up on 

Thud! 

and up he 

went on and on. He would have fallen hundreds of times, but each time, no matter how painful or 

drained he was, he 

was already tainted 

clothes were torn and tattered, and uncountable ugly wounds were visible on his 

sustained him and 

fell, the Erudians’ hearts 

up again, 



Erudia made him ignore those unbearable sufferings and 

God class warriors were all eliminated. He left none of 

up to survey the aftermath, the skies turned dark, and the rain came pouring 

and Kuro Dragon were shocked beyond 

thousands of God class warriors could not stop a severely injured 

is definitely not 

to be a 

give for the unbelievable 

threat he was to them. They had to get rid of the Crown King, 

going to be alright. I 

move from here to the peak of Mount Drago, and he has only two 

 


